SACUA Feedback on Senate Assembly Ballot

On February 1st, SACUA concluded a vote related to the ongoing Senate restructuring discussion. The vote was (1) to obtain SACUA feedback on a draft ballot to be presented to the Senate Assembly and (2) in response to a set of straw poll questions that the RPP approved on January 31st to present to the Senate Assembly. That draft Senate Assembly ballot was focused on narrowing down who the Senate Assembly wanted to continue considering this term in our ongoing restructuring discussions. In the February 1st vote, SACUA voted against adding the following suggested groups from the RPP straw poll to the Senate Assembly ballot for possible consideration within the Senate Assembly this term: Research Investigators, Clinical Pharmacists, Emeritus Faculty, Adjunct or Intermittent Faculty, and Part Time Librarians. SACUA members also provided written feedback on the RPP poll and the Senate Assembly ballot.

SACUA vote: February 1, 2023